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SYLLABUS 

English 3341 (Studies in Writing, Rhetoric, and Pedagogy) – 3 credits 

Fall 2011 

 

Instructor:               Florence Elizabeth Bacabac, Ph.D. 

Email:                       bacabac@dixie.edu 

Office:                      McDonald 235 

Office Phone:           652-7897 

Office Hours:           Tue 11-12 & 1-3 p.m.; Thurs 11-12 & 1-2 p.m.  (and by appointment) 

If my office hours are not convenient for you, please do not 

hesitate to schedule an appointment with me at another time. 

Writing Center:       Browning Bldg. 1
st
 Floor 

Writing Center Phone Number:  652-7629  

Writing Center email: owl@dixie.edu 

Online Writing Lab:  http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl 

Class Location & Time: McDonald 111 (TR 9-10:15 a.m.) 

CRN & Section:  44550 (section 01)               

Prerequisite:   ENGL 2010 (Grade C or higher) 

 

 

REQUIRED TEXTBOOK AND COURSE MATERIALS 

 

 Villanueva, Victor, and Kristin L. Arola, eds. Cross-Talk in Comp Theory: A Reader.  

3
rd

 ed. Urbana: NCTE, 2011. Print. 

 

 A one-subject notebook to record important notes from reading assignments 

 

 A portfolio folder (with inside-pockets) to keep all written drafts  

 

 An extra folder to keep ALL class handouts and other materials 

 

 Access to a computer and the internet 

 

 A Blogger.com account to post blogs and blog comments to reading assignments 

 

 A Dmail account AND access to Blackboard Vista 

 

 Two (2) data storage devices  USB Memory flash stick AND CD-RW for back-up 

 

 

MISSION STATEMENTS AND DEPARTMENT OUTCOMES 

 

English Department Mission Statement 

 

The English Department at Dixie State College of Utah strives to instill in students an 

appreciation for the centrality of language and literature in human culture, particularly their function in 

social, historical, and political contexts. Students who major in English master skills in analyzing and 

evaluating texts and other media, as well as learning how to produce focused critical essays. 
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 Emphasis Mission Statement (Professional and Technical Writing)  
 

The Professional and Technical Writing program at Dixie State College of Utah prepares students 

for careers in technical, scientific, medical, legal, and business writing environments. Courses introduce 

students to the procedures and practices that professional writers and editors use regularly, including grant 

writing, freelance writing, interactive media development, magazine production, technical editing, and 

document design. To further enhance their understanding of language and verbal communication, students 

in our program investigate areas such as composition theory, visual rhetoric, and the history of rhetoric, as 

well. 

 

Department Outcomes 

 

 Students will be able to name, describe, and apply basic principles within various professional 

and technical writing areas.  

 

 Students will produce a variety of documents in print and electronic formats appropriate to 

audience and purpose within various areas of technical and professional writing. 

 

 Students will analyze and explain existing concepts and ideas in contemporary academic 

discussions of professional and technical writing.  

 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION, GOALS, AND LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Course Description 

 This course fulfills a requirement for English majors pursuing an emphasis in Professional & 

Technical Writing, and open to other interested students. It focuses on historical and contemporary 

connections between rhetoric and composition pedagogies, including emphasis on rhetoricians and 

theorists in compositional theory from classical to contemporary. Successful completers will be able to 

describe major trends in rhetoric and composition theory, connect composition theory to originating 

theorists, and analyze compositions for rhetorical techniques. Students will create a teaching portfolio or 

compose a conference-ready research paper in composition studies.  
 

Course Goals  

 

Goals to be reached in this course: 

 Read from major works in composition studies  

 Read the contemporary theorists  

 Understand the connections between rhetorical theory and practices in teaching college 

composition  

 

Course Learning Outcomes  

 

By the end of this course, students will demonstrate their ability to: 

 Identify the origins of rhetoric and composition theories  

 Describe connections between rhetorical theory and composition theory  

 Analyze the rhetoric in representative compositions  

 Synthesize research in composition studies 
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Grading 

 

Semester grades will be determined by the following: 

Class Participation     10 

Theory Blog Entries      5 

Rhetorical Analysis     10 

Class Presentations (NTR and CPR)  15 

Midterm Exam     10 

Annotated Bibliography    10 

Final Project     20 

Oral Presentation       5 

Final Exam     15 

              ----------- 

                100%  

 

Grading Scale  
 

A   = 94-100      C   = 74-76 

A- = 90-93     C-  = 70-73 

B+ = 87-89     D+ = 67-69 

B   = 84-86     D   = 64-66 

B- = 80-83     D-  = 60-63 

C+ = 77-79     F    = 59 and below  

 

Note:    I do not “give” grades; students earn grades – no one is entitled to get an “A” in a class unless 

they earn it. I cannot grade on effort alone – I must grade what you actually do and produce. My job is to 

push students to do their best and succeed. Taking advantage of our class time, your own homework time, 

my office hours, the Writing Center, Tech Support, and other available services and tools will provide 

you with the support you need. 

 

 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS  

 

Class Participation 

 

 Class sessions will usually take the form of Round Robin conversations (each one MUST share 

their thoughts about the reading/s) in which we analyze individual readings, consider the issues and 

debates raised by those readings, and reflect on their relevance for rhetoric and writing teachers. Before 

coming to class, highlight important quotes or note relevant ideas or passages from the assigned 

reading to share to class. I expect each of you to self-facilitate; that is, speak up when you don’t feel like 

it or make yourself listen when it’s time for somebody else to speak. I will notice if you are not talking 

and/or not listening. Your class participation (or lack of it) will directly impact your overall grade. 

  

Theory Blog Entries 

 

In order to understand the concepts further and springboard our class discussions, complete the 

assigned readings and do the following:  

 

1) ONE POST per week  Post a SHORT blog of about 5 sentences minimum for one reading 

assignment of your choice at least one hour before class starts. This is your chance to write an 
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‘interior monologue’ about your reaction to the reading. Please do NOT post blogs on your 

selected Name that Rhetorician (NTR).  

 

2) ONE REPLY per week  Respond to ONE  of your peer’s blog post of about the same length 

or less. Do this before 4 p.m. on Thursdays. 

 

3) Note:  We will open a blog account on Week 1; blogging hiatus begins on Week 9.   

 

Rhetorical Analysis  

 

 Using any of the concepts from Aristotle’s On Rhetoric (or any other work that theorizes 

rhetoric), you will analyze any text in writing or any act of communication for its rhetorical value or for 

its effective use of rhetorical techniques. This includes the consideration of the rhetorical situations – 

purpose, audience, genre, stance, and media/design act of communication. A guiding question during any 

rhetorical analysis might be: How did the author craft his/her argument? Please write 4-6 pages, double-

spaced, MLA format. An assignment sheet will be provided for this purpose as we go along. 

 

Class Presentations 

 

 In addition to the reading and writing assignments, you will also give two class presentations. 

Sign-up sheets will be distributed during the first week of class and presentations will commence on the 

due dates assigned: 

 

1) Name that Rhetorician (NTR)*:  There are so many rhetorical theorists we do not have time to 

read as a class, yet who have made valuable contributions to our understanding of rhetoric. I will 

provide a list of names and sample readings from these rhetoricians. Each presenter will select 

one theorist and provide a 15-20 minute background and discussion session in class. Because 

the class will not be able to read your chosen topic in advance, you are expected to distribute a 

one-page handout that introduces major issues, selected texts, and any relevant biographical and 

historical background.                                      * Adapted from Sue Carter Wood, BGSU 

 

2) Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR):  You will give a 15-20 minute report on a composition 

pedagogy of your choice. The assigned text will be read from Cross-Talk or a selected source. 

Because the class will not be able to read your chosen topic in advance, you are expected to 

distribute a one-page handout that highlights the pedagogy’s main idea/s along with discussion 

questions or teaching techniques inspired by the reading. Our goal is to encourage meaningful 

discussion to help the class interpret individual readings and/or draw meaningful connections 

between readings. You may also offer citations for additional readings for those interested in 

pursuing future research on that theme.  

 

Final Project 

  

 For your Final Project, you will create a teaching portfolio or compose a conference-ready 

research paper in composition studies. Final Projects are due on November 22. An assignment sheet will 

be provided for this purpose as we go along, but the following is a short description of each project option 

(note that an Annotated Bibliography and Oral Presentation are required for either options – refer to 

assignment descriptions after this requirement): 
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Final Project Option #1: Teaching Portfolio* 

 

 Your teaching portfolio will consist of a collection of documents representing your professional 

work as a future composition instructor. The required documents are as follows: 

 

 A teaching philosophy of 2-3 pages double-spaced in which you reflect upon your pedagogical 

approach to teaching college composition. Your teaching philosophy should include an overview 

of how you will teach as well as a rationale for your teaching approach. Your rationale may draw 

on your experiences as a student taking writing courses, your readings from class, or any other 

source you find appropriate. The purpose of this assignment is for you to use writing as a means 

of thinking critically about your teaching, describing your teaching accurately and succinctly, and 

synthesizing the various influences that will motivate your teaching approach. 

 

 A unit lesson plan on a college composition topic of your choosing. The unit (or part of it) should 

span approximately between 1-2 weeks of instruction, and should include learning outcomes, a 

class schedule (e.g. English 1010 or 2010 class that meets MWF for 50 minutes, TR for 75 

minutes, and so forth), assigned readings from a college composition textbook, descriptions of 

class activities, and detailed instructions of a major assignment (an “assignment sheet”). 

 

 A unit lesson plan analysis of 3-4 pages double-spaced in which you explain the curricular 

choices in your unit lesson plan. This reflective essay should provide a clear pedagogical context 

from which one can interpret your lesson plan, focusing on the underlying rationale for your 

selection of readings, your activities, and your major assignment, citing course readings or other 

sources in a Works Cited page (at least 5 credible sources in MLA format).                               

       * Adapted from Joe Erickson, BGSU 

 

Final Project Option #2: Research Paper* 

 

 This is a 10-page, double-spaced independent research paper on a topic drawn from class 

readings, discussions, and the central questions addressed in this course. This paper should address its 

central topic through any of the following perspectives focused on in class: pedagogy, theory, history, 

empirical research.  You may identify a central concept in the rhetorical canon and explore how it has 

been re-conceptualized by modern/contemporary rhetoricians and theorists. OR you might identify a gap 

or absence in modern/contemporary rhetorics and propose a direction the field should take. OR you may 

choose a paradigm for a new rhetoric, explaining what lack or gap your proposal attempts to address. 

 
 Depending on your topic, I would encourage you to have a visual component, images, charts, and 

other forms of visual rhetoric that contribute to your analysis. Finally, you should provide an academic 

abstract and Works Cited page (at least 5 credible sources in MLA format). 

       * Adapted from Sue Carter Wood, BGSU 

 

Annotated Bibliography 

 

 Before drafting either Final Project options, you will turn in an annotated bibliography of  

8 secondary sources (at least 3 print and 3 online sources) in MLA format. I will provide you with a list of 

possible sources for specific composition pedagogy topics as we go along; feel free to use articles from 

Cross-Talk not taken up in class. Those working on Teaching Portfolios may also annotate college 

composition teaching resources. This assignment will serve as preliminary research and prewriting for 
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your Final Project. Bibliographies are due on October 27. An assignment sheet will be provided for this 

purpose as we go along.   
 

Oral Presentation  

  

 You will each present your Final Project in a conference-style setting during the last two class 

meetings on Week 16. Each speaker should prepare a 10-minute Oral Presentation using PowerPoint or 

other software applications for this purpose. 

 

 

CLASSROOM POLICIES 

 

Revision Policy 

 

 One goal of this class is for you to learn to determine when a written assignment has been revised 

to the point where you can submit it as a “final draft” which will earn a passing grade. On days when 

you are expected to write and revise in class, please come prepared. Always save your drafts in the 

same two storage devices (original and back-up) and always bring those to class. On writing days, if 

you often tell me that you can’t revise because “the only copy is on my home computer,” then this may 

decrease your grade for that assignment.   

 

Note to Mac Users:  If your Mac is a laptop, please bring it; otherwise, you’ll need to find a way to 

quickly transfer your documents between your Mac and the PC’s in the class.  

(If you’re not sure how, please talk to me during WEEK 1, and I’ll give you some suggestions for 

getting help.) 

 

Portfolio Submission Process 

  

 On the last week of class, all writing assignments should be neatly arranged in a portfolio folder 

and submitted to me before taking the final exam (e.g., graded papers, one-page handouts of class 

presentations, recorded URL addresses of your blog entries, and so forth). Specific instructions will be 

given before its due date.  

 

 Ultimately, this portfolio will be evaluated along with your final exam to determine whether or 

not you will exit English 3341. Note that it is your responsibility to submit a complete portfolio for this 

course. Incomplete portfolios will NOT be evaluated with the final exam; students without portfolios will 

NOT pass the course. 

 

Writing Conferences 

 

 It is important to get encouraging and specific feedback from members of the class and from me. 

If you need personalized help, my office hours, office room number, and office phone number are all 

posted on the front page of this syllabus. If my office hours do not coincide with your schedule, we can 

make other arrangements.  

 

Attendance Policy 

 

 Attendance in this class is MANDATORY. Class time will be devoted to actively building your 

reading and critical-thinking skills through class discussions that seek to enhance your understanding of 
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rhetoric and composition pedagogy. Although there is no attendance grade for this class, if you miss more 

than five (5) class sessions for any reason, you could jeopardize your chances of passing the course. I’ll 

most likely ask you to drop the course or give a 5-point grade deduction for each absence. Not showing 

up halfway through the course without going through the dropping procedure translates to a Failing grade. 

That’s all there is to it on this issue.  

 

 While I realize emergencies, work, and other situations may arise, students who miss that many 

classes need to take the class again at a time when they are able to participate in daily class activities. 

Students who must miss class because of a college-sanctioned activity, such as an athletic event, club 

activity, class assignment, or other approved event are responsible for notifying their instructors with a 

written notification from the faculty or staff member supervising the activity by the second day of class 

and for completing any missed assignments. I will abide by the “Policy for Absences Related to College 

Functions” described in Dixie State’s policies and procedures manual. 

 

Note:   You are responsible for keeping track of any missed work by consulting our Assignment 

Schedule and complying with the daily assignments/course requirements. Also, you must arrange with me 

to complete missed instruction and/or coursework if you were absent due to a college-sanctioned activity. 

 

Disruptive Behavior Policy 

 

Three important classroom policies will be enforced throughout the semester – coming to class 

on time, using the computers only when instructed, AND keeping your cellular gadgets. These 

simple rules are meant to avoid class disruption and instill proper discipline that would benefit you in the 

workplace.  

 

First, coming to class late can cause disturbance to an on-going class discussion that’s why it is 

discouraged. It is also a symptom of lack of discipline in students, especially the perennial latecomers, so 

please understand that coming to class on time is required as instructions on writing techniques or 

examples will not be repeated. Note that 3 instances of being late is equivalent to one absence. This 

also applies to leaving class before the end of the period. 

 

Second, computer use in the classroom is allowed only when instructed. While technology 

enhances class discussion and the writing process (e.g. in-class drafting, revisions, online research), it can 

also serve as potential distractions when used without discretion. To regulate computer use in the 

classroom, see to it that you check your emails, Facebook, Twitter, etc. a few minutes BEFORE class 

starts AND minimize your computer screens and face the board when we begin. Tinkering with the 

computer during class lecture is not only rude but disruptive. 

Third, this classroom is a “cellular free” learning area. Please make sure that pagers, alarms, and 

cellular phones are turned off or set to vibrate only. 

 

Drop Date 

 

 If you stop attending class, it is your responsibility to drop the class before October 17, 2011 to 

avoid receiving an “F” on your transcript. 
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Late Work Policy 

 

 Please pay attention to the due dates listed on your Assignment Schedule. All work must be 

turned in on time and in the classroom. I will not accept late work unless you have made previous 

arrangements with me. Note that late work will be given a 10% grade deduction, and no work will be 

accepted more than one week after the original due date. Similarly, I WILL NOT ACCEPT LATE 

WORK IN MY DEPARTMENT MAILBOX OR VIA E-MAIL unless you have made previous 

arrangements with me. 

 

Plagiarism 

 

 Under the “Student Rights and Responsibilities Code,” plagiarism is thoroughly defined. Please 

access http://www.dixie.edu/humanres/polstu.html and read its definition carefully. Your understanding 

of this concept is essential because plagiarism is grounds for failure in this course. 

 

 

ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE 

 

Writing Center 

  

 The college provides free service for students desiring additional assistance with their writing 

assignments in all courses. The Writing Center is located in the first floor of the Browning Building. Call 

652-7629 for hours and more information. 

 

Online Writing Lab 

 

 You can consult the Online Writing Lab website for information on a variety of issues related to 

your writing, and for numerous links to relevant websites. To reach a page, type the following link in your 

browser, http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl. 

 

Computer Lab 

 

 Dixie State College of Utah provides two open access labs (Browning library basement and Smith 

Computer Center) and several additional computer equipped special use labs and classrooms. For more 

information, check with Information Technology Support Services at the Smith Computer Center or dial 

652-7954. 

 

Student Help Desk 

 

 The Help Desk is available for your technological needs. It is located at Smith Computer Center 

in the north-west corner of the computer lab.  A technician will be available Monday through Friday, 9:00 

a.m. to 6:00 p.m. to assist you.  The Help Desk can also be reached at 652-7951 and through email at 

helpdesk@dixie.edu. Email is the preferred method and is easier for our techs to check regularly. 

 

Library Services 

 

 Hours of operation are posted online at http://library.dixie.edu/info/hours.html. 
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Testing Center 

 

 Hours of operation are posted online at http://dsc.dixie.edu/testingcenter/officehours.htm. 

 

Disability Statement 

 

 Students with medical, psychological, and learning or other disabilities desiring reasonable 

academic adjustment, accommodations, or auxiliary aids to be successful in this class need to contact the 

Disability Resource Center Coordinator (Baako Wahabu) for eligibility determination. Proper 

documentation of impairment is required to receive services or accommodations. DRC is located at the 

ground floor of the Financial Aid Office. Visit or call 652-7516 to schedule an appointment to discuss the 

process. DRC Coordinator determines eligibility for and authorizes the provision of services. 

 

Dmail and Blackboard Vista 

 

 Important class and college information will be sent to your Dmail email account. This 

information includes your DSC bill, financial aid/scholarship notices, notification of dropped classes, 

reminders of important dates and events, and other information critical to your success in this class and at 

DSC. Also, sometimes your instructor will email the entire class about important assignment and/or class 

information, and they will use your Dmail account to do so. All DSC students are automatically assigned 

a Dmail account. You will be held responsible for information sent to your Dmail account, so please 

check it often. 
 

 Finally, our course syllabus, assignment sheets, peer review sheets, and other pertinent documents 

for this class will be posted on Blackboard. Please log in to Blackboard Vista from the DSC homepage 

(www.dixie.edu) and click on our course shell to access these materials. 

 

Important Dates to Remember 

 

Aug 22 Classwork Starts  

Aug 24 Last Day to Add Without Signature  

Aug 29 Drop fee begins ($10 per class)  

Sep 5    Labor Day  

Sep 6    $50 Late Registration/Payment Fee  

Sep 12  Pell Grant Census  

Sep 12  Last Day for Refund  

Sep 12  Last day to drop w/o a “W” grade 

Sep 13  Courses dropped for non-payment 

Sep 16  Last Day to Add Classes 

Sep 30  Last day to apply for graduation 

Oct 13-14  Semester Break  

Oct 17  Last Day to Drop/Audit Classes  

Nov 11 Last Day for Complete Withdrawal  

Nov 15 Career Day  

Nov 23-25  Thanksgiving Break  

Dec 9  Last Day of classes 

Dec 12-16  Final Exams 

 

 

Additional Information 

 

 The following link http://new.dixie.edu/registration/ will give you additional information on 

semester deadline dates, final exam schedule, campus resources (including the library, disability resource 

center, IT Help Desk, Testing Center, Writing Center), policies (including academic dishonesty, 

disruptive behavior, absences), Dmail (student email client), etc.  
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ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE 
 

ASSIGNMENTS     DUE DATES* 

       (RD = Rough Draft; FD = Final Draft)  

Theory Blog Entries Weeks 1-8, Week 15 

Rhetorical Analysis  RD Sept 15, FD Sept 20 

Name that Rhetorician (NTR) Sept 22-27 

Midterm Exam Oct 4 

Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR) Weeks 9-13 

Annotated Bibliography RD Oct 20-25, FD Oct 27 

Final Project RD Nov 17, FD Nov 22 

Oral Presentation Dec 1-6 

Writing Portfolio Dec 6 

 

*Note some assignments with a series of due dates to reflect the writing process 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CT  = Cross-Talk in Comp Theory, 3
rd

 ed. 

e-file = on Blackboard 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

WEEK 1 

 

Tuesday, August 23 

Course Introduction. Sign-up for two (2) class presentations – Name that Rhetorician (NTR) and 

Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR). Open Blog accounts and send invitations.  

 

Assignment: Patricia Bizzell and Bruce Herzberg, “General Introduction” (e-file) 

 

Thursday, August 25     *BLOGGING BEGINS THIS WEEK* 

Class Discussion: What is Rhetoric? What do Writing Teachers Need to Know about Rhetoric?   

Relevance of this course. “General Introduction” (e-file) 

 

Assignment:  1)  Gorgias, Encomium of Helen  (e-file)  

2) Isocrates, From Against the Sophists and From Antidosis  (e-file) 

 

WEEK 2    UNDERSTANDING THE HISTORY OF RHETORIC 

 

Tuesday, August 30              

Classical Rhetoric - Ancient Greek Rhetoric:  
Gorgias, Encomium of Helen  (e-file) 

Isocrates, From Against the Sophists and From Antidosis (e-file) 

 

Assignment:   Plato, From Gorgias (e-file) 
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Thursday, September 1 
Cont. Classical Rhetoric - Ancient Greek Rhetoric:  

Plato, From Gorgias (e-file) 

 

Assignment:   Aristotle, From On Rhetoric, Book 1 Chapters 1-3, Introductory (e-file) 

 

WEEK 3 

 

Tuesday, September 6   

Classical Rhetoric – Aristotle: 
Aristotle, From On Rhetoric, Book 1 Chapters 1-3, Introductory (e-file) 

 

Assignment:   Aristotle, From On Rhetoric (e-file): 

 Book 2 Chap 1, Introduction; Character and Emotions as Means of Persuasion 

 Book 2 Chap 18, Introduction to Forms of Logical Argument 

 Book 3 Chap 1,Summary of Books 1-2; Remarks on Delivery; Origins of Artistic  Prose 

 Book 3 Chap 13-19, Synopsis on Arrangement  

  

Thursday, September 8 
Cont. Classical Rhetoric – Aristotle: 

 Aristotelian rhetoric: excerpts from On Rhetoric, Books 2-3 (e-file). Introduce Rhetorical 

Analysis. 

 

Assignment:    Cicero, From De Oratore, Book I Chapters I-V (e-file) 

 

WEEK 4 

 

Tuesday, September 13     

Classical Rhetoric - Roman Rhetoric: 
Cicero, From De Oratore, Book I Chapters I-V (e-file) 

Invention Workshop. Draft Rhetorical Analysis. 

 

Assignment: Quintilian, From Institutes of Oratory, Book II Chapter XV (e-file). Keep working 

on your Rhetorical Analysis (rough draft DUE next meeting). 

 

Thursday, September 15    

Cont. Classical Rhetoric - Roman Rhetoric: 

Quintilian, From Institutes of Oratory, Book II Chapter XV (e-file) 

Peer Review Workshop. Revise Rhetorical Analysis. 

 

Assignment:  Finish your Rhetorical Analysis (final draft DUE next meeting). Read the 

following:   1) Christine de Pizan, From The Book of the City of Ladies (e-file) 

2) Desiderius Erasmus, From Copia: Foundations of the Abundant Style, Book 1  

Chapters 1-2, 7-9 (e-file)  

3) Hugh Blair, From Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, Lecture I (e-file) 
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WEEK 5 

 

Tuesday, September 20    
SUBMIT Rhetorical Analysis  

Medieval Rhetoric:  
Christine de Pizan, From The Book of the City of Ladies (e-file) 

Renaissance Rhetoric:  
Desiderius Erasmus, From Copia: Foundations of the Abundant Style, Book 1 Chapters 

1-2, 7-9 (e-file)  

Enlightenment Rhetoric:  
Hugh Blair, From Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, Lecture I (e-file) 

 

Assignment: Work on your Name that Rhetorician (NTR). 

 

Thursday, September 22  
Name that Rhetorician (NTR): Cont. Medieval, Renaissance, and Enlightenment Rhetoric 

 

Assignment:  Kenneth Burke, From A Grammar of Motives, Introduction: The Five Key Terms of 

Dramatism (e-file) 

 

WEEK 6 

 

Tuesday, September 27  
Cont. Name that Rhetorician (NTR): Postmodern and Women’s Rhetoric  

Postmodern Rhetoric: 

Kenneth Burke, From A Grammar of Motives, Introduction: The Five Key Terms of 

Dramatism (e-file) 

 

Assignment:   Read the following:  

1) bell hooks, Feminist Politicization: A Comment (e-file) 

2) Gloria Anzaldua, La Conciencia de la Mestiza (Towards a New Consciousness)  

(e-file) 

 

Thursday, September 29    

Postmodern Women’s Rhetoric: 

bell hooks, Feminist Politicization: A Comment (e-file) 

Gloria Anzaldua, La Conciencia de la Mestiza (Towards a New Consciousness) (e-file) 

Introduce Midterm Exam. Invention Workshop. 

 

Assignment:  Finish your Midterm Exam (DUE next meeting). 
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WEEK 7      UNDERSTANDING COMPOSITION THEORY AND 

PRACTICES IN TEACHING COLLEGE COMPOSITION 
 

Tuesday, October 4    

SUBMIT Midterm Exam 

Introduce Annotated Bibliography and Final Project. Invention Workshop: Brainstorm possible 

research topics or explore sample Teaching Philosophy/Portfolios 

 

Assignment:   James Berlin, “Contemporary Composition: The Major Pedagogical Theories” 

(CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 235+) 

 

Thursday, October 6    

Class Discussion: What is Composition Studies? What do Writing Teachers Need to Know about 

Composition Pedagogy? 

James Berlin, “Contemporary Composition: The Major Pedagogical Theories” (CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 

235+).    Quick review of MLA Documentation format. 

 

Assignment:  William Covino, “Rhetorical Pedagogy” (e-file) 

 

WEEK 8   

 

Tuesday, October 11     

Rhetorical Pedagogy: 

William Covino, “Rhetorical Pedagogy” (e-file) 

Cont. review of MLA Documentation format. Open time: Look for possible sources for your 

Annotated Bibliography of Final Project. 

 

Assignment:  Donald Murray, “Teach Writing as a Process Not Product” (CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 3+) or 

Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR) for Process Pedagogy. Keep looking for sources for your 

Annotated Bibliography of Final Project.  

 

Thursday, October 13 – NO CLASS – FALL BREAK!  

 

WEEK 9   *BLOGGING HIATUS BEGINS THIS WEEK* 

 

Tuesday, October 18 

Process Pedagogy: 

Donald Murray, “Teach Writing as a Process Not Product” (CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 3+) 

Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR)  

Library Research: Continue looking for sources for your Annotated Bibliography of Final 

Project. 

 

Assignment:  Christopher Burnham, “Expressive Pedagogy: Practice/Theory, Theory/Practice” 

(e-file) or Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR) for Expressive Pedagogy. Start annotating the 

first 4 sources for your Final Project.  
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Thursday, October 20     

Expressive Pedagogy: 

Christopher Burnham, “Expressive Pedagogy: Practice/Theory, Theory/Practice” (e-file) 

Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR)  

Drafting of Annotated Bibliography (first 4 sources) 

 

Assignment:  Andrea Lunsford, “Cognitive Development and the Basic Writer” (CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 

279+) or Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR) for Cognitive Processes. Continue annotating the 

last 4 sources for your Final Project.  

 

WEEK 10 

 

Tuesday, October 25      

Cognitive Processes: 

Andrea Lunsford, “Cognitive Development and the Basic Writer” (CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 279+) 

Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR)  

Continue Annotated Bibliography (last 4 sources) 

 

Assignment:  Mina Shaughnessy, “Diving In: An Introduction to Basic Writing” (CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 

291+) or Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR) for Basic Writing Pedagogy. Finalize your 

Annotated Bibliography (DUE next meeting). 

 

Thursday, October 27     

SUBMIT Annotated Bibliography 

Basic Writing Pedagogy: 

Mina Shaughnessy, “Diving In: An Introduction to Basic Writing” (CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 291+) 

Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR)  

 

Assignment: Kenneth Bruffee, “Collaborative Learning and the ‘Conversation of Mankind’” (CT 

3
rd

 ed. pp. 395+) or Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR) for Collaborative Pedagogy.  

 

WEEK 11 

 

Tuesday, November 1   

Collaborative Pedagogy: 

Kenneth Bruffee, “Collaborative Learning and the ‘Conversation of Mankind’” (CT 3
rd

 

ed. pp. 395+) 

Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR)  

 

Assignment:   Lisa Ede and Andrea Lunsford, “Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked: The 

Role of Audience in Composition Theory and Pedagogy” (CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 77+). 
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Thursday, November 3    

Perspectives on Audience: 

Lisa Ede and Andrea Lunsford, “Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked: The Role of 

Audience in Composition Theory and Pedagogy” (CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 77+) 

Start planning on Research Paper outline OR Teaching Portfolio components 

 

Assignment:   Start drafting your Final Project. Read the following: 

1)  CCCC Position Statement on Second Language Writing and Writers (e-file) 

2) Paul Kei Matsuda, “Composition Studies and ESL Writing: A Disciplinary Division 

of Labor” (CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 673+) 

 

WEEK 12 

 

Tuesday, November 8      

English as a Second Language: 
 CCCC Position Statement on Second Language Writing and Writers (e-file) 

 Paul Kei Matsuda, “Composition Studies and ESL Writing: A Disciplinary Division of 

 Labor” (CT 3
rd

 ed. pp. 673+) 

Continue drafting of your Final Project 

 

Assignment:   Keep working on your Final Project (rough draft DUE next meeting). 

Read Anne Frances Wysocki and Johndan Johnson-Eilola, “Blinded by the Letter: Why Are We 

Using Literacy as a Metaphor for Everything Else?” (CT 3
rd

 ed.  pp. 717+) or Composition 

Pedagogy Report (CPR) for New Media Writing. 

 

Thursday, November 10   NO CLASS – Keep working on your Final Project! 

 

WEEK 13 

 

Tuesday, November 15  – NO CLASS – CAREER DAY!  

 

Thursday, November 17    

New Media Writing: 

 Anne Frances Wysocki and Johndan Johnson-Eilola, “Blinded by the Letter: Why Are 

We Using Literacy as a Metaphor for Everything Else?” (CT 3
rd

 ed.  pp. 717+) 

    Composition Pedagogy Report (CPR)  

Peer Review Workshop. Progress Report. Mini-conferences and in-class Revisions of Final 

Project.  

 

Assignment:   Finalize your Final Project (final draft DUE next meeting). Read the following: 

1)  CCCC Position Statement on Teaching, Learning, and Assessing Writing in Digital  

Environments (e-file) 

2) CCCC Position Statement on Writing Assessment (e-file) 
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WEEK 14 

 

Tuesday, November 22  
SUBMIT Final Project 

New Media Writing (cont.) and Writing Assessment: 

 CCCC Position Statement on Teaching, Learning, and Assessing Writing in Digital      

Environments (e-file) 

 CCCC Position Statement on Writing Assessment (e-file) 

 

Assignment: Sharon Crowley, “Composition is Not Rhetoric” (e-file). Start prepping for Oral 

Presentation of Final Project. 

 

Thursday, November 24 –  NO CLASS – THANKSGIVING BREAK!  

 

WEEK 15    UNDERSTANDING DIS/CONNECTIONS BETWEEN 

RHETORIC AND COMPOSITION THEORY 

 

Tuesday, November 29      
Class Discussion: How does Composition Theory Relate to/Differ from Rhetoric? What do 

Writing Teachers Need to Ask about Rhetoric and Composition? 

Sharon Crowley, “Composition is Not Rhetoric” (e-file) 

Keep working on your Oral Presentation. 

 

Assignment:  Bruce Horner and Min-Zhan Lu, “Working Rhetoric and Composition” (e-file). 

REVISIT YOUR BLOG and post your thoughts on the relationship between Rhetoric and 

Composition. Also, say good-bye to your peers. Finally, respond to at least ONE blog post by a 

peer. Finalize your Oral Presentation (DUE next meeting). 

 

Thursday, December 1      

Bruce Horner and Min-Zhan Lu, “Working Rhetoric and Composition” (e-file). Prep for Final 

Exam (Share last blog posts). Writing Portfolio Submission Instructions. Start Oral 

Presentations. 

 

Assignment:  Writing Portfolio (DUE next meeting). 

 

WEEK 16   

 

Tuesday, December 6 
Submit Writing Portfolio. Finish Oral Presentations.  

 

Thursday, December 8     
Early Final Exam. 

Note:  Writing Portfolios will be returned. Good Luck! 

HAVE A WONDERUL HOLIDAY BREAK!!!   


